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.Providing Perspectives and Skills for Career Selection

The. focus of irly presentation will include the description and
. .

elialuation of acourse in Career Development._ Before doing that -

4 \,
However, L,would like to describe some of the personal and professional

btatkground that cofitributed to the development of this course. In

addition I willpoint out that the courseaOnstitute's. only one dimen-

sion of a program to increase students' career awareness and to assist
a a

them in career decision making.,
4

14Hat are some of the relevant factors that contributed to the

aevelopfnent of the Career ,pevelopment course?

My career as a .teacher of undergraduate psychology began in the

mid 60's. As I recall, my colleavues and I held two salient attitudes.

The attitudes were that we posseSsed a, major responsibility for pre-
.

paring students for doctoral training in psychology and that we pos-
.

sessed no. responsibility for preparing students' for post graduate

employment. I had no systematic data that would justify generalizing
0

my experience to the majprity of other undergraduate teachers of

psychology, but my impression was that those attitudes were not

uncommon..

Events during the late 60's and early 70's contributed to a change

in my attitudes. One of these events consist -ed of an illustration

provided by Walker and McKeachie (1967) in their book Some thoughts

about teaching the beginning course in psychology. They recommended

that the reader consider "the student who isn't there " when designing.

a curriculum. I'll useftheir,illustration but substitute data that

is current and from &eighton. Last.year we had about 750 students

in Introductory Psychology. Last year we also had about 75 students
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who graduated with a majOr in pSychology.' We can-predict that

about two of'those graduates will eventually acquire Ph.D.s in

psychology. ,Thus, those going on for a Ph.D. in psychology con-

stitute significantly less than 1% o those exposed to Introductory-

-Psychology and less than 5% of those who graduated with a major in

psychology. By contrast,, "the student who isn't there", those who
x

don't a ph.D. in psyChology, constituted eit er 99%+ of the

students in Introductory Psychology or more t an 95% of those who
. ,

e .

majored in Psychology. The 9,alience of Walk r and McKeachie's

illustratiOn has haunted me for almost 15 years.

The social events'of the late 60's also contributed to a change

in my attitude toward undergraduate teaching. Some of the themes

that peraded academe during and after that era were relevance,

the'real world, and creditor experience. In general, those

.

themes did not possess a vocational or career orient

a)

tion,but

rather they emphasized social causes, personal concern for others

and society, and a desire to confront the world in a direct way.

During the early and mid 70's, our institution and others developed

and implemented field placement and practicum-type experiences for

undergraduates, perhaps as.a partial response to the demands of

the late 60's-

Developmerks during the 70's including upheavals in the economy

and the emergence of the women's movement have emphasized theN,import-
.

ance of employment immediately after graduation for art who want

it. Moreover, a review of the 1970's literature on teaching

411111. undergraduate p ychology reveals two distinct career-related

interests. Th re are those who focused on the employment patterns
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of undergraduate psychology majors .(Cates, 1973; Lunneborg, 1974,;
'tt4

Titley;.1978) 4x6-Those whq proposed curricular adjustment to pre- .

t., .

. pare psychology majors for .post graduate- eMployment (Caffrey et al,
.

Lf
°"1\ 1977; Korn & Nodine, 1975; Pinkus & Korn, 1973; Thomas, 1975). Thus

he. legacy of the 70's May be an alsistarice on knowing what a student
I

can do with a major in psychology and what psychology faCulty ci'n do

to-prepare students for post graduate living. -y

Answers to the question about what a student can do with a
k

illAjor in' sychology Piave been published by several authoxa (Cates,

0
1973; Dav av 1979; Lunneborg, 1974; Titley, 1978; Ware &' Meyer,. 1981)

I
.
and will not be dealt with in this Presentation, ex o note-that '

A-
investigators have consist\rycly d9monstrated the career yersatilt4ty

and adaptability of the psychology major. The primary purpose of

thiskpkesentation is to address the question of what psychology

faculty can do. I propose alcomprehensive program of career__
r

development.

A comprehensive program consists of several dimensions that

need not be limited to what we'vedone at Creightoh. Janet described.

/0
many of things we do that have career development themes. The Collo-

,

quiumSeries has provided student psychologist models as well as infor-

mation about the discipline. The psychology club brings students and
6

faculty together in less formal ways to socialize. The field place-

merI,provides students with first hand experience of the type,

encountered by some psychologists.' The academic advising and career

workshops provide students with spportive experiences and information

A ,
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that is relevant to their individual circliMstances. Finally,

brochures that gescribe what one .can do with and as a psychOlogy
a

major as well as one that describes hoW to 41.o about'applying to

graduate school provide students with prnted ,information to

frequently asked questions. Filially the career development course

provides a semester long academic and expiential approach for

career planning. Two major advantages of such a comprehensive

program are that'it addresses the'r'ange.of students' problems and

\ I

it actively/involves most if not all of the faculty in the process

of student career development.
.

7

At this point I mould like to provide some baCkground about

the course and then describe the course itself.

Course in Career Development

The course was first.offered in' the department in 1977 and has

been offered once a year since then.,, However, we encountered

persistent staffing problems. In short we found that those persons

With formal graduate. level training, usually from cduriseling programs,
A

don't care to come or stay in undergraduate academic positions,4
About three years ago the folloviing alternatives arose either

we .drop the Career Development course or have someone in the
(

.
department gear up.him/herself to teach it. It was under those

ci=umstaklces that-I took over the course.

Professionally, there hasbeen a rapid growth in courses and

programs in career development during the decade of the 70's

(Haney.& Howland, 1978). However,, the bulk of the research has

been at the precollege lever (Super and Hall, 1978). At the college

level, there are re;atively few reports that evaluated the effect-

iveness of those courses and most have failed to include a no
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treatment control group (Evans & Rector, 1978; Heppner &Krause,

1979; Touchton, Wertheiper, CornfeId, & Harrison, f977): The liter-

attire gated the ,effectiveness of -a career development course (Babcock &

Kaufman, 1976; Ware; 1981; and Ware& Beischel, 1979):

Courst Dest ption: The cours consists bf three components

corresponding to the three goals of the course, including increasing

. knowledge about'one's self, about educational/occupational oppor-
A

tunities,'and about. occupational implementation skills.

I use about half a dozen structured paper and pencil exercises.

to get students to explore and clarify -their values; interests,.

and ,The exercises are completed outside of class.

Small group discussion' of the results of the exerAses 'provides'

an atmosphere to'foster acknowledgement and support. Students_
4

complete the gelf"Disreoted SeArCh (Holland, 1974) and the System .

for Career Decision4laking Hrrington & O'Shea, 1980r during the

first' and middle .parts of, the semester respectively: Those two

inventories summarize students' personal characteristics and relate

them in employment alternatives. Moreover students complete paper

and pencil exercises to evaluate the adequacy of the match between

prospective careers and their interests and abilities.

The second course component.centers_on the world'of work and
/-

post graduate school. The students conduct and in-depth investi-

gation of one.career derived from each inventory using the

Dictionary of Occupational TitJ,es (1977) and the Occupational

Outlook Handbook (1980). Students conduct an in-depth investi-

"gation of one careet-'derived from each inventory by using the

.Dictionary of Occupational Titles (1977) and -Hip Occupational

7
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. Outlook Handbook (1980). Finally, students conduct, to structured

interviews with persons who work in the occupations that they

selected. The intervieviasks about the specific duties performed,

*

the degree of pressure (stress) associated with the position,

effectq of this work on7one's health, major satisfaCtions/dis-

satisfactions associated with the work,,etc. Students write a

summary report about each, interview.

Exploration ofigradua-ed/profes ional school opportUnities-_,

focuses on 15bst.graduate work in psychology and related.disci-

plines. I invite six speakers to come to class during the

semester. They describe their work activities, graduate prep-

'aration,,and'career satisfaction /dissatisfaction. The six con-
,

sist of three doctoral level psydhologists with one each from

clinical, counseling, and industrial/organizational pSycholOgy.

The`remaining three are trained at t*master's level and include

one person each from'psychology,_social work and college student

personnel. Moreover, I devote four 50-minUte periods to the

topics of Searching for, preparing for and applying to graduate

school in psychology. I illustrate how the principles asso-
.

4

ciated with each process are generalizable ,p0 professional school.

duripg one class period pre-health science and pre-law

advisors address issues specific to admissions to medical/dental

411.

and law schools.

The last component of the course addresses occupational
0

impletrdntat.ion skills. Attention is give4 to developing skills

A .

at job searching, communicating, resume writing and interviewing.

-'Moreover, all students are-required to submit a formal resume and

participate in a simulated video, taped interview. I give each

8
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student an evaluftion of his/her interview performance and prOViae
.1

each with an opportunity to watch the taped interview.

Texts for the course include Figler (1979) and Super and

Super (1976). Students are also required to 'read selected portions

iv"
from Figler (1975) , Powell (1978)and Woods (1979) .

ENaluation. I was actively' involved in evaluating the course

for two years prier to teaching it. The initial evaluation can be

found in the Teaching of Psychology (Wa're & Beisch'el, 1979). A

subsequent and.more comprehensive evaluation was reported in the

Teaching of Psychology (Ware.,. 1981). 1 will briefly describe the

more recent Study and then 'present qualitative findings that h

not been published heretofore. The Ware (1981) study consists of
istior

data acquired from students at the university during they spi4ng

of 1979 and 1980.

:rhe participants included.9. total of 148 junior and senior

students. The 31 psychology majors who enrolled inithe course

,
constituted' the experimentaI-(E) group. A total _of 59 psychology

0

majors whO were
4

ndt in the course made up the control, major (CM)

-

group. A total of 29 non psychology majors .who were not in-the

course made up the control, non major (CNM) group. There was a,

lightly greater percent of Ivaleghan females in etch of the

groups. Thus, the primary Variable in this study was the treat-

ment variable consisting of E, CM, and CNM groups. Seven pre-

and.post7test measures were used to'evaluate the ocourse. In

summary, students taking the course reported significantly greater

A 4

increases in knowledge about themselves, the world of work, and

implementation skills, increases in information seeking thoughts
-40*,

and behavior, and increases in career maturity.
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... I also evaluated students' reactions to the course by having

' them rate the course on several dimensions as well'as by having'

thtm provide a written description of what they had,learned from

the course and how their attitudes toward post graduate edUCation
,

and for employment were influenced by the course. *1

The" final phase of evaluation was one that I completed only '

recently. What follows are direct quotations from the students'

writt evaluations. I have organized the remarks into three

areas Corresponding to.the.course goal's. After each set of

quotations I will identify themes derived from the students'

statements.

Self Discovery
4

"The first section of the course the 'knowledge of self
part,, was ,beneficial for me -since it provided an oppor-
tunity_to evaluate myself and my perception of myself.
I think a, large number of people are reluctant to ,
elabbrate on their good Points, and' I'am.no exception.
The exercises provided me with a chance to learn how 'a
to talk about myself without feeling guilty'or embaras-
sod about it. The discussions of, the results in the
small group setting also enhanced these aspects of my

own personal eval,uationand,development." .

"These (self exploration) exercises gave me a broader
Perspective on what I can and can not ao: I found
out that I have interests in science, art and music.. " -

but was more skilled in teachingand managerial
skills. This opened. u15 somethiqg I had not previously

even thought of."
1
"The firA,day o.f class, we were all asked what.we
hoped to get out of this course. My response was
thatswhenkI has asked the question, "What4-are you

going to do with a Psychology degree?", I could*
give an intellectually sound answer: At the time
I knew-I wanted a psychology degree because I saw.
much of my life, centering around psychology. Yet,

I had oth6r interests which I wanted to try: For
exardple,'I have 'always had an interest-in the a;ts

and fashion. At the time I did not see the corre-
lation between psychology 'and my secret interests.

,
.After taking the ,first self inventmry'tett, these
'secret' interests proved to be a domineering part

v. 10 ----
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in my life. 131t, I did not know how to fit it all
together. I learned that by taking some courses
in journalism/communications my degree could be
highly marketable in the field of fashion and
business."

"I didn't think I could do many things well at all
Through activities in this clags, I have found man
-Ch4gs I can do and I am not ashaMea to admit them.
More importantly, I learned about tran'sferrable
skills. There are things I do every day that I can
apply to the world of work. It was importdnt to
me to find this out because now I think that I
have a lot) more to offer a perspective employer
than I'was aware of before."

"My attitudes toward employment for women, especially
(the conflict between the 'practice of medicine) and
family life have been altered through the semester.
I have come to the realiaatidn that One can, limit
the amount of timg that he/she. spends on the job
without limiting -.he amounts of what he/she can
bontribute to that job. The resolution of these
conflicting ideas has led to my, commitment to
attempt to enter medical school."

a 3%

I detected the following themes.i The students indicated,that the
.

course: helped to cllrifyand'verify serf impressions; allowed

them to.ackri ledge "hidden" impressions; provided an opportunity

to..retolve conflicts; enhanced their self-confidence.

Post Graduate Education and the World of Work

The following'quotations express views toward post graduate

edUcation,

"My attitude towards post
,ha only been more firm1S,
Tost graduate degree has a

. of attending medical schoo

graduate education on the whole
established,..'- My desire for.a.
ltered from a shaky possibiLity
1 to a fi'rm commitment to this

, goal."
4

"My attitudes toward post graduate education have not
rallychanged much,. but they have definitely, become
more solidified as a result of this course. When I
started this course 'I was wishy-washy!inty plans
to go to medica.I school. IithOuOt very seriously
abqut attending.graduate school in psychology. 'I
took a closer .look into psychology. and decj_ded that,

I really wanted to go to medical school."
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"When I went into this Bourse I was still tentatively
thinking about medicine. During the semester I pretty
,much decided against medicine. However, I began to

. think moire seriously about graduate school. I was

able to identify several areas that may interest me,
both within and outside of psychology. I thought
about counseling psy, and perhaps organizational/
industrial. I never really considered graduate
school, only profession'al school. I'm taking it'

much'more-seriously."

"I still want to do Post graduate work after collegp
but I no longer feel it i$ absolutely necessary tor
plunge into graduate schoor the instant I obtain my.

B.A. The notion of waiting a year and getting a
variety of things in my life straightened out '

(marriage?) seemmuch more plausible and were, in
fact, reinforced,by the statistics that I read':

I don't really know if I will-wait beforp entering
graduate school but I do now that if'I decide to
wait, I won't be truck down by inconquerable guiIt."N

"Your presentations provided realistic-informa
including the option to take a year pr two to w
and to feel myself out as ifthat is really what

want to do."

feel more assured about the path I was and. am

going to follow. -I am graduating in December and
have'a job lined, up for January .1982. ;was appre-
hensive about doing this because most people-I know
-are.continuing,their'education immediately, without
a break. After taking .the course I-sawN-that taking

time out to work can actilally be beneficial in making
it into a graduate school' because of first hand

experience."

."During the course I went thrOUgh a change and am

-now comfortable with my neci That pis, being

a full time mother and Uorkingpart time to keep ,'
tirCtouch with the working world until my-_child,(or

children) are in.school.".

I detected the following themes: The students inc4cated tha

thecourse: firmed up a feeling about going ,t0 professional

I

school; changed] opinions regarding post graduate education;

reduced pressu e to pursue post graduate education immediately;
.

discdvered that being a mother' is-OX and is part of ad career;

reduced vactions,such as guilt and anxiety to post graduate

plans.
,0-

. :* 12

.
1,1
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The following quotations express views regarding a first full

tiros job following graduation.

"I think the mast important thing I learnedin this section
is that I have been thinking in a very narrow - minded manner.
I no longer think of myself as having one occupational
option- the restof my life."

"I think the most important thing I found out for myself
was when I realized I wasn't limited tb one area and 1
wasn't limited to, my first job for.life or -that I had
to have my first job be a "perfect one "..

"Another thing that I have found out is that you don't
have to graduate and be working at one job for the rest
of your life. My parents have always stressed to pick -

a job and go after it. This is not'a good idea and I
have, always felt that something was not right about taking ,

that attitude.. In this course I have learned that you
can try out different jobs until you have found one that
has met your.own perso,nal needs."

The following quotations express views regarding employment

options.

"It, opened up-to me a wide range of alternatives to
graduate school. I have never had_experience in the
business world but I learned that,I possess many
qualifications that could giVe me a rewarding career:
in business if I so choose."

"The thing I didn't know before the course was that You
could do so mach with an undergraduate degree in
Psychology. I found out that the avenues were endless.
Another thing that could bpused asa sub-head to this
would be what I can do with a law degree. So often

'you hear "lawyers are stgrving". Well the ones
that are must have no inttietive, or be dead.

0

"By gaining knowledgb of various careers. I realized '

that.there are many careers in this world that I would
be happy to pursue and that not getting into dental
school is. not the end of the world. This knowledge
served to relieve my many pressures and anxieties
and gave me reassurance about my future.

I detected the following-themes:4, The-students,indicated that
.

Athe course: provided career alternatives that were unknoWn to

them .previously; reduced the'anxiety'level associated with career`

plans.

,13
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Job Acquisition Skills

The following quotations express views regarding the exercises

writing a resume and particiAtin 4in a simulated interview.

have found that reviewing my values and abilities.
sheets just prior to an interview makes it easeir for
me to talk about myself during an interview, and'to'
cone across with greater Confidence in myself. That
is one thing I definitely could not do before this
course. And although' it is still difficult to speak
highly of myself, I nowrealize that itis possible
to maintain your positive assets without feeling as
though you k.e bragging on yourself."

"The interviews helped to ease my anxiety level
enough to know that I can actually talk freely to
someone for a long period of time and I plan feel
quite comfortable' asking questions to someone I
don't know."

0,
"The simulated interviews and the skills we learned
in preparing for them were probably the best parts of
this course They were the most practical for the
future and I feel that I am now a step ahead of futurb
applications and that confidence and he skills I
have now could be an important deCidi'ng factor in
helping me.stand apart from the rest. Before this
course, I had no idea of how to fill out a resume.
I now feel that'1..haveta*very good background."

"Another important thing I learned is how to write
a resume. 'I was dcared to death at this prospect
anq.never thought I could db it. Well, I did. The
important thing -is'that I now°possess the skills and
if.cI have to revise it or write a whole new one I

, can do it alone."

"The idea of doing an interview terrified me; even a
simulated one. But I decided to try it thinking. the

'experience would do me good. I was amazed with myselfe
I was not half as` terrified or nervous when I was doing
it as I:thought I would be. Nowwlien I am asked "What
are you going to _do with a,Psychology degree?", I can
say exactly wligt and. how I intend to do it. Besides
having an answer to this question, I feel that I have
more confidence in Aat.I am doing,and where I want
to go."

I detected the following themes. The.Audents indicated that

the course: served as a desensitization function toward the --

propsect of undertaking a* job interview; Increased confidence

1..4
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toward resume writing and interviewing.

Summary

The results.of these descriptive statements give rite increased

confidence in asserting that the Career Development course can

provide students with p9rspectives about pneself, the world of

work and career.implementation skills. Moreover students indicate

that the course serves to help them reduce anxiety, guilt and

fear associated with their stage of career development. Other

teachers of psychology can be optimistic about the outcomes of

offering similar courses t their, institutions.

A.

X

1,

A

15 .
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